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Debates on environmental issues are often among the most passionate at the Statehouse. A number of major topics

were on the table during the 2003 session, with last-minute agreements producing important new legislation

(with three bills vetoed by the governor). We asked: 

What will be the impact of environmental 
issues passed in the 2003 General Assembly?

T
his year’s Indiana General Assembly passed a variety of measures

that would benefit the environment and Indiana’s agriculture

industry. 

Lawmakers produced positive legislation that would:

• Improve the state’s wetland policy 

• Clarify the confined animal feeding permitting process 

• Provide agriculture manufacturers protection for proprietary

information as it relates to air quality 

• Prohibit the Indiana Department of Environmental Management (IDEM) and its rulemaking

boards from adopting rules more stringent that federal regulations 

Unfortunately, Gov. O’Bannon didn’t see some of these issues in the same light and vetoed

important bills that received wide legislative support. Unless the vetoes are overridden, the impact

could be significant, particularly for Indiana’s livestock producers.

CAFOs (vetoed)
Gov. O’Bannon’s veto of SB 533 was very disappointing for Indiana’s livestock producers. 

SB 533 consolidated all state and federal environmental permitting decisions for Confined Animal

Feeding Operations (CAFOs) into a single permit process. Without the legislation, livestock producers

are subject to redundant dual permits from both IDEM and the Environmental Protection Agency.

This bill’s fate was probably subject to the old adage, “timing is everything.” About halfway

through the legislative session, a manure spill and subsequent fish kill took place on a large hog

farm in Montgomery County. SB 533 no longer became just an issue of correcting regulatory

duplication, but a media event. 

Opponents to SB 533, through media portrayals, tied the manure spill to the bill by insinuating

that the passage of the legislation would only add to the potential for more manure spills like

the Montgomery County situation. Sen. Bob Jackman (R-Milroy), the bill’s sponsor, held his

ground in demonstrating that the bill was not about weakening livestock environmental safety

measures, but rather getting rid of unnecessary and duplicate regulations. 

Pork producers are disappointed that the governor failed to act on the wishes of Indiana citizens

to improve and streamline our state’s environmental regulatory process. SB 533 had strong support

from all livestock agriculture interests and the Indiana Chamber of Commerce. Both the Indiana

House and Senate overwhelmingly approved the bill. 

Unfortunately, in a time when Indiana needs a major infusion of economic development activity,

our state regulators stall that progress by calling for permits that will require much more time

and money without any demonstration of enhanced environmental protection. Excessive and

unnecessary government regulation is no way to develop Indiana’s economy. 

Despite the veto, the livestock industry will continue to press forward on this issue until the

dual permit process is resolved.

Wetlands (vetoed)
Wetland issues have been around the General Assembly for years, and this year was no exception.

HB 1798 addressed the issue of “isolated wetlands” and provided for fair and reasonable regulation of

wetlands with appropriate exemptions for agricultural wetlands already subject to federal legislation.

The bill would have clarified IDEM’s role in regulating these isolated wetlands. Because the

governor vetoed this bill, IDEM will continue to retain its authority over these wetlands regardless

of size, location and quality. IDEM’s assertiveness on these issues has come under scrutiny for
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years, with that authority currently under review by the Indiana

Supreme Court in the Twin Eagles lawsuit.

Air quality permitting (vetoed)
Indiana’s agriculture manufacturing industry took a hit when

Gov. O’Bannon vetoed SB 440. The long-term economic effects

could stifle agricultural manufacturing development and eventually

filter down to farmers with increased input costs.

SB 440 protected confidential trade secret data provided to

IDEM when filing for air quality permits. Without this legislation,

Indiana’s grain and oilseed processing companies may cancel

plans to expand Indiana operations. For long-term economic

progress and competitiveness with surrounding states, this

issue must be resolved.

Rulemaking procedures (passed)
One important piece of legislation the governor did not veto

was HB 1671. This law raises the bar on IDEM and its rulemaking

boards when they wish to adopt rules more stringent than federal

regulations.

IDEM must now provide additional information and

justification when proposing rules more stringent than a cor-

responding federal statute. A fiscal analysis is required for

both the first and second notice. This legislation will help the

agriculture industry argue the case for cost versus benefit earlier

in the rulemaking process instead of waiting until the last moment. 

HB 1671 also addresses IDEM’s non-rule policy document

procedures. A written policy used by IDEM must first go before

the appropriate environmental board, and the proposed policy

must be made available for public comment. Stakeholders will

now be able to review and comment on proposed documents

and procedures, and IDEM must justify policy drafts. It should

make for more effective IDEM policies and establish consistency

among stakeholders. 

Finally, HB 1671 calls for a study of environmental rulemaking

operations. For too long now there have been concerns among

stakeholders that the various environmental boards are just a

rubber stamp for IDEM. This study will look at whether the

boards are “sufficiently independent” of the influence of IDEM

and consider the overall efficiency of the rulemaking process.

Agriculture stakeholders will be working hard to garner

support for veto overrides on the key pieces of legislation that

died on the governor’s desk. Although some of the vetoed bills

directly concerned agricultural interests, the implications will

be felt on Indiana’s economy as a whole. It’s in the best interests of

the entire business community to rally behind these veto overrides.

Two Sides – Agricultural Benefits
Continued from page 24
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W
hen the 2003 General Assembly

session officially came to a close

in the early morning hours of

April 27, the business community

had recorded a grand slam in the area of

environmental legislation. Less than two weeks

later, the veto pen of Gov. Frank O’Bannon had

reduced that issue-clearing effort to a mere

inning-opening double.

It was an important hit, one that will deliver

crucial advancements in the coordination of

federal and state environmental regulations.

The primary veto survivors have the potential

to simplify the rulemaking process and save

business and industry money, while still protecting

the air, water and land resources that are so

important to our companies and communities.

Yet, it’s impossible to analyze the outcome

without a “what might have been” approach.

Although a couple of important runs were

scored, several key players that were seemingly

headed for home ended up being stranded on

the base paths.

The veto victims, as described in the

Chamber’s Legislative Report and briefly in the

adjacent article, were not newcomers to the

legislative/regulatory arena. It’s true that a

number of General Assembly issues must be

studied, debated, reviewed and revised over

the course of several years before becoming

law. These initiatives had either already been

through that rigorous process or overturned

despite strong bipartisan support.

Stricken elements
• HB 1798, among other provisions, would have

established a policy framework for wetlands.

The subject of study and intense scrutiny

for at least three years, wetlands were the

focus of 23 Environmental Quality Service

Council (EQSC) meetings just last summer.

• SB 440 crosses over the environmental border

and into the critical area of economic

development. The bill would have prevented

the Indiana Department of Environmental

Management (IDEM) from releasing proprietary

data submitted by a company as part of its

air permit application. When keeping existing

companies and trying to attract business

newcomers is already a challenge during

difficult economic times, a key state regulatory

agency is instead opening a one-way exit door.

SB 440 also would have streamlined the

air permitting process – another business

attraction incentive – without reducing air

quality requirements. It would have directed

the environmental air board to adopt the

Environmental Protection Agency’s “New Source

Review” standards instead of a proposed rule

with 31 changes to the federal language. 

• As discussed on the previous page, unfortunate

circumstances in an unrelated manure spill

appeared to lead to the veto of SB 533

(confined animal feeding operations). Passage,

once again, would have unified redundant

federal and state permitting programs.

A number of people helped guide these bills

through the legislative process. Legislators can

still make those efforts pay off, as simple-majority

votes in the House and Senate can override the

unfortunate vetoes. The Indiana Chamber will

lead the way in encouraging consideration and

completion of those votes as soon as possible.

State vs. federal
We revert back to the survivors and

summarize the primary positive impact in five

simple words – “if beyond a federal standard.”

The phrase took on a life of its own during the

session. And rightfully so. For too long, the

state environmental rulemaking boards have

proposed and adopted regulations, without

proper justification, that exceed well-established

federal guidelines.

HB 1671 also requires the EQSC to study

the environmental rulemaking process – to

look at both the structure and efficiency. This

is a long overdue development that, along with

the “if beyond a federal standard” language,

could place the state on the path to creating a

proactive regulatory agency that views business

as a “solutions partner” instead of an adversary.

Another important action came in HB 1221.

The state’s struggling steel and foundry industries

received a two-year exclusion from new rules

or policies that exceed federal standards. The

same legislation aligns state and federal language

allowing a variance from a water quality permit.

Additional bills delivered positive results.

Add up the accomplishments and the 2003

legislative session was an environmental success

for the business community. Let’s call it a solid

extra base hit. Wouldn’t it have been nice,

however, for that ball to have cleared the wall

and brought home its teammates for a resounding

come-from-behind victory?
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